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KEEP AUSTRALIA BEAUTIFUL WEEK 
Statement by Minister for Environment 

MS A. SANDERSON (Morley — Minister for Environment) [2.09 pm]: This week is Keep Australia Beautiful 
Week. Keep Australia Beautiful Week, which runs from 16 to 22 August, raises awareness about the simple 
things we can do in our daily lives to reduce our impact on the environment and encourage action to reduce litter. 
We all want to live in a clean and safe environment, and this year’s theme is the seven-day plastics pledge. 
Western Australians are encouraged to consider how they can refuse, reduce, re-use and recycle plastic to prevent 
it from becoming litter and waste. This puts single-use plastics in the spotlight and supports the government’s goal 
of banning problematic single-use plastics to prevent them from becoming litter and waste. 

This week I announced the successful applicants for the 2021 Keep Australia Beautiful Council community litter 
grants that provided $38 000 to community groups and local governments to undertake litter-prevention projects 
around the state. Innovative projects include the installation of a sea bin in Claisebrook Cove by the City of Perth 
that is designed to capture plastic litter that enters the inlet, and a clean-up of the Blackwood River in Bridgetown 
with the support of one of last year’s community litter grant recipients, SUP Tonic Australia, which undertakes 
regular clean-ups in rivers and at beaches using stand-up paddleboards. Keep Australia Beautiful Council encourages 
Western Australians to organise clean-ups in their neighbourhoods, and provides tools and support to make it easier 
for families and groups to get outside and remove litter from their local area. 

Keep Australia Beautiful Council officers are also working with volunteers to conduct organised clean-ups across 
the state in Mullewa, Geraldton, Cervantes, Boddington and north Cottesloe. Alongside this action, Keep Australia 
Beautiful Council is promoting the adopt-a-spot program, through which it once again provides the tools and 
support for individuals, families and groups to undertake ongoing regular clean-ups of their favourite spots. The 
adopt-a-spot program has 1 698 registered groups engaging over 60 000 volunteers who regularly clean up in 
Western Australia. There are 694 of these groups in regional areas, with over 22 000 volunteers. Keep Australia 
Beautiful Council is also encouraging Western Australians to join over 16 000 fellow citizens in the fight against 
litter and register as a litter reporter so that they can report littering from vehicles as they witness it. All these programs 
are part of the 2020–2025 litter prevention strategy, which guides litter prevention in WA and aims to reduce litter 
by 30 per cent from 2020 levels by 2025. 
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